Discovering God’s World
February 2018
Mrs. Holtorf & Mrs. Hareldson
Discoveries
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and
the earth”
~Genesis 1:1
God has given us the great gift of a curious mind to
explore and enjoy the world in which we live.

This month we will learn about magnets and
motion. We will see how magnets attract and
repel. We will discover what kinds of materials are
magnetic and which things are not. We will learn
about force. We will see how speed and
acceleration work on objects in motion and the
effects of friction.

Announcements
Carnival: February 2 from 5:30-8:30
Cupcake Bake Off- Bakers wanted- email
Cindy or stop in KK office for more
information.
No School- February 19- Presidents Day
Easter Eggstravaganza- March 17
Reminder: We go outside daily (weather
permitting). With the weather turning
colder, please have your child dressed for
outside when dropping off, as we go out
right away in the morning. Please label
your child’s outerwear.
I can be reached:
lholtorf@kkrochester.org
507-282-4840

Weekly Themes:
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Magnets
Magnets
Motion - Force (push/pull)
Motion- Ramps/Friction

Bible Devotions
Week 1: Transforming Powers- Holy Spirit’s
power in our lives
Week 2:Jesus and His Friends

In January
-We learned about the 4 seasons and how
Minnesota seasons can look and feel different from
other states.
-We saw on a globe how the Earth tilts toward or
away from the sun and how that creates different
seasons. We learned that some parts of the Earth
are always cold and others are always warm.
-The students worked very hard making beautiful
trees for each of the seasons.
- We saw how little the volume of melted snow
was compared to frozen and how dirty it was.

Week 3: Courage -Esther
Week 4: Obedience- Jonah

